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Gerund 

2nd Year, Groups 1-4 

 

I-Definition: 

A gerund is “a word that ends in „ing‟ which is made of a verb, and which is used like 

a noun“ (“Cambridge Advance Learner‟s Dictionary”,2004:521). 

In other words we can say that a gerund is the form of a verb when it acts as a noun;  

E.g.  Studying is good for you. 

II-Use:  

The gerund has the same form as a present participle: 

Run + ing =running; speak + ing =speaking  

Certain words like adjectives, prepositions, verbs and nouns are followed by an ing-

form. 

 II-1 Use after certain adjectives: 

Adjectives (with prepositions) followed by the gerund: 

Afraid of / angry about / crazy about / disappointed about / bad at / busy / clever at / 

interested in / proud of / excited about / famous for / found of / sorry about / worried 

about. 

E.g.  - He‟s afraid of going by plane. 

- I am interested in visiting the museum. 

- He is clever at skateboarding.  

- The girl is crazy about playing tennis.  

- I‟m worried about making mistakes. 

II-2 Use after certain prepositions: 

A) when the verb goes immediately after a preposition, the gerund form must be 

used. These are some prepositions that must be followed by the gerund: 

About / after / apart from / because of / before / by / in / instead / of / on / without. 

E.g.   - Before going to bed he turned off the lights. 

-She avoided him by walking on the opposite side of the road.  
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-We arrived at Bouira after driving all night long.  

-He told the joke without laughing.  

B) A number of verb + preposition/adverb combinations („phrasal verbs‟) must be 

followed by a gerund. The most common are: be for/ be against / care for / give up / 

keep on / leave off/ look forward to / put off / see about / take to.  

E.g.   -He gave up smoking two years ago.  

-Some people do not care for laughing loudly in the street.  

II-3Use after certain verbs: 

Some verbs must be followed by a gerund, the most famous are:  

Admit/ advice/ allow/ appreciate/ avoid/ suggest/ understand/ miss/ reject/ consider/ 

delay/ deny/ like/ dislike/ enjoy/ resist/ imagine/ permit/ practise/ love/ hate. 

E.g. : - I enjoy cooking  

-I delayed telling Imane the news.  

-They miss playing with their friends. 

II-4 Use after certain nouns:  

Some nouns must be followed by a gerund when followed by a preposition. the most 

common are: 

Advantage of/ alternative of/ chance of/ choice between/ danger of/ doubt about/ 

experience in/ idea of/ interest in/ opportunity of/ pleasure in/ problem/ reason for/ 

trouble in/ use/ fun/ hope of/ point in.  

E.g.  -We had problems (in) finding our way back home. 

-There is a real reason for working hard.  

-He is in doubt about buying a car.  

III-The perfect gerund:  

We form it from the auxiliary have + ing + past participle of the main verb. It denotes 

a past action and can describe active or passive actions.  

E.g.   -Malika was accused of having whistled in the classroom. (active) 

-I remember having been punished for several times when I was a child. 

(Passive) 

IV-Gerund function:  

A gerund may function as:  
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IV-1 Subject: 

When a gerund is subject of a sentence or a clause, it can be replaced by the 

infinitive. 

E.g.  -Speaking English is easier than writing it = it is easier to speak English than to 

write it.  

 

IV-2 object: 

The gerund can function as: 

     A) A direct object of a verb:  

   E.g. - Children love kidding. 

    B) An object of a preposition: 

   E.g.   - My friend is interested in reading. 

*Note that:  

The verb mind requires a gerund as object in request. 

   E.g.   -Do you mind opening the window?  

 

Exercise: 

Write what Matt and Sue might say, using the verbs in bracket. 

*Matt says he did not eat the last piece of chocolate cake. (deny)  

„ I deny eating the last piece of chocolate cake!‟  

1 - Matt says to Sue he saw her eating it earlier.  

(remember) „I……………………………………………………….………………………..‟ 

2  -Sue said she took it. (admit) 

„I……………………………………………………………..‟ 

3 - She said eating it was really nice! ( enjoy) „I 

………………………………………………‟ 

4 - She is going to buy some more after she cleans the kitchen. ( finish) 

„…………………………………………………………………………………..‟  
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5 - Matt sad he can‟t have another piece of cake with his coffee. (miss) 

„I……………………………………………………………..‟  

6 - He told her not to continue to clean the kitchen. (stop) 

„I…………………………………………………………….‟  

7-  Sue wanted to go to the shop later. (delay) „ 

I……………………………………………………………………‟  

8 - He thinks she‟s trying not to buy another cake. (avoid) „ 

I…………………………………………………………………‟ 

9 - She tells him not to be so childish. ( stop) 

„I……………………………………………………………………….‟ 

10 - He says he is not behaving in a childish way. (deny) 

„I…………………………………………….‟  

( Hester.Lott,2006:175.) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


